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• Rental income: Key into Duo now at

the locked price of 5% and for the

next 3 years, you can sublet.

Upon achieving complete ownership, 

the investor has the option to sell at 

the prevailing market price, thereby 

realizing a profit.



*If the NHF loan application is not approved by the mortgage bank, the client is given the option to spread the payment of the outstanding 
balance through the rest of his rental period or to request a refund, bearing in mind the cancellation policy in the offer letter.
*PMI/: Primary Mortgage Institution 

USE OF NHF MORTGAGE: The Process Flow
Year 0: 1 day Year 0: 14 day 

Year 1: 180 days 

Year 1: 1 day 

Year 1: 1 day 

Year 1: 1 day 

Year 1: 180 days 

Year 2

The subscriber moves 
into the rented apartment 
and commences its NHF 
mortgage application
(the application process 
can commence earlier)

The subscriber uses the
executed Duo offer letter 
and all documents required 
for the NHF mortgage 
application.

Once the NHF loan amount and other 
outstanding amount is received by 
Duo the Contract of Sale is handed 
over to the client, and the Title 
document is given to the PMI*, while 
subscribers commence their loan
servicing with the PMI.

Housing loan of up to 90% of the 
cost of the house

Interest on mortgages fixed at 6% p.a. to 
buyers (though issued to the PMBs at 4%

p.a.)

Repayment period of up to 30 years.

Up to N50 million can be borrowed. 
Your monthly contributions determine 

your eligibility.

Benefits to
contributors/buyers

Deducted monthly contributions must be
remitted to FMBN promptly (At least 6

months contributions should be made)

Passbook to be updated by the employer and is
transferable from one employment to the

other.

Yearly statement of cumulative contributions
plus accrued interest

Application through any accredited Primary
Mortgage Bank(PMB)

Provision of satisfactory evidence of regular
income.

Self-employed or Diaspora individuals can
also access the NHF fund.

Eligibility criteria for the NHF

FMBN is a provider of cheap
housing finance, through NHF, for

Nigerian.



Home Type
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